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Abstract—For the purpose of improving the efficiency of 
traffic signal control with cycle perturbation for single 
intersections, a robust multi-objective optimization and decision 
method (RMODM) is proposed. Firstly, this paper presents a 
non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm II based on the degree 
of robustness (DR-NSGA-II) to obtain signal timing alternatives. 
Then, the Minimum deviation Analysis for Subjective and 
Objective Information (MDASOI) method is proposed to make 
signal timing decision. The experimental results indicate that the 
proposed method has preferable control effects. 

Keywords—multi-objective optimization, robust, decision-
making, traffic signal control 

I.  INTRODUCTION  
The mixed traffic is widely spread in Chinese cities. It is 

also greatly responsible for major problems, such as conflicts, 
low efficiency and safety problems. These problems are most 
evident at street intersections. However, they have not gained 
enough attention in the past few years. Therefore, research on 
signal control in the mixed traffic to ensure the harmony 
between vehicle and slow mode transportation is of great 
importance.  

Intersection signal control is a typical multi-objective 
problem, and a lot of methods have been developed to handle 
this problem. Minimizing vehicle delay as the control objective 
was proposed first by F. Webster in the 1960s, which was 
called Webster method [1]. Even though the method was 
developed to minimize a single objective, it presented a widely 
used approximation formula to calculate average delay in 
unsaturation flow. In traffic signal control, the sensitivity of 
traffic performance index to cycle length perturbation is 
directly related to the overall operating benefits of intersections 
[2]. Therefore, penetrated study about the traffic signal timing 
for intersection based on robust multi-objective optimization 
model with cycle length perturbation have high theoretic and 
practical values.  

First, this paper selects some reasonable control objectives 
to establish robust multi-objective optimization model, and 
solves it with an improved genetic algorithm (Non-Dominated 
Sorting Genetic Algorithm II Based on Degree of Robustness, 
DR-NSGA-II) to generate robust signal timing Pareto solutions. 
Then, considering uncertainty preference demand of decision-
makers, the Minimum Deviation Analysis for Subjective and 
Objective Information (MDASOI) method is proposed to 
choose the satisfactory signal timing plan. 

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION 
In order to obtain satisfactory control effect, this paper 

choses average vehicle delay, road capacity, average slow 
mode transportation delay and vehicle stop rate as the control 
objectives. These objectives could reflect three important 
control benefits: The vehicle’s benefit is measured by average 
vehicle delay and road capacity, the pedestrian’s benefit by 
average slow mode transportation delay, and the environmental 
benefit by vehicle stop rate. 

Assuming the traffic flow is uniform flow, we establish a 
robust multi-objective optimization model with the cycle length 
perturbation '

sδ  for intersection signal control, which is 
described as: 
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Where '
1( )f C  is the ratio of average vehicle delay d  to 

road capacity Q [3], '
2 ( )f C  is the average slow mode 

transportation delay[4], '
3 ( )f C  is the vehicle stop rate, '

sδ is 
the cycle length perturbation neighborhood, minC , maxC  are 
minimum and maximum values of cycle length respectively, 

jλ is the effective green split in the thj −  phase, minjg  is the 
minimum green time in the thj −  phase, α is the degree of 
saturation of the intersection,  m is the number of phases. 

III. ROBUST MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM  
The traffic signal timing control problem, which this paper 

discusses, is a kind of robust multi-objective optimization 
problem with a perturbation. Deb et al introduced robustness 
into the multi objective optimization [5]. Current robust 
optimization methods usually optimized the mean effective 
objective functions (instead of the original objective function) 
computed by averaging a sampling set of neighboring solutions, 
and always used Monte-Carlo sampling and Latin hypercube 
sampling (LHS) to achieve better sampling effectivity. 
However, it is not clear how to determine the sample size.  

This paper introduces the degree of robustness to robust 
multi-objective optimization for obtaining robust optimal 
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solutions. An adaptive sampling method is proposed to 
determine the sample size in the process of computing the 
degree of robustness for reducing the computation complexity. 
Note that the current robust multi-objective optimization 
algorithm does not take a full consideration of the robustness of 
solutions, we introduce the degree of robustness into the 
NSGA-II for identifying the set of robust efficient solutions. 

A. Mean Effective Function Based On ALHS  
1) Mean Effective Function  
Based on the mean effective function [5], in this paper, the 

robust multi-objective optimization model is described as: 
' ' ' '
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Where '( )eff
lf C  is the mean effective function described as: 

 ' '
1

1( ) ( ), {1, 2,3}Sampleeff
l l ss

f C f C l
Sample =

= =∑                     (3) 

Where '
sC is ths − sample point in the neighborhood of C ,

Sample  is the sample size. So the accuracy of mean effective 
function depends on the reliability of the sampling methods.  

2) The calculator of the degree of robustness 
Barrico proposed a new approach to robustness analysis in 

multi-objective optimization, involving the definition of 
robustness [6]. Though the utility of the arithmetic to fix the 
sample size of neighborhood kσ  improved the calculation 
accuracy, it also leaded to high computational-complexity. 
Thus, this paper proposes a new adaptive sampling method to 
automatically adjust the sample size. The algorithm to 
determine the sample size in neighborhood kσ  is described as 
following: 

Step 1: Initialize threshold µ and 'H (sample size in 
neighborhoodσ ), set 1 minH H= , ' '

max ( 1)H H k q= + −  

Step 2: Execute LHS, calculate percentage '
1P of solutions, 

whose objective function values belong to the neighborhood η  
of ( )f X , set m max2,m H H= =  

Step 3: Execute LHS, calculate percentage '
mP of solutions, 

whose objective function values belong to the neighborhood η  
of ( )f X  

Step 4: If ' '
1m mP P µ−− ≤ , return 1min( ),k m mH HSample −=  

and the corresponding percentage '
mP , set '= mkP P , end loop; Else

' '
1 21, log( )m m

m
P P

m m H λ
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− −
 −

= + =  
  

, turn to step 3; 

Where minH , maxH are the minimal and maximal number of 
sample during each iteration respectively, mH is the sample 

size in 𝑚-th sample, λ is used to adjust the sample size in each 
iteration, we give λ  an empirical value of 4. 

When solving mean effective function by evolutionary 
algorithm, in comparison with the method with fixed sample 
size (LHS-DR), the total simple size in the above algorithm can 
be reduced: 

, , , ,
1 1 1

( )
kGen N

f
i j k i j k

i j k
Sample Sample

= = =

−∑∑∑                                   (4) 

Where Gen is the number of evolution generations, N is the 
population size, the , ,i j kSample is sample size of the  𝑗 -th 

individual in the thi −  generation, , ,
f

i j kSample is the 
corresponding fixed sample size.  

B. NSGA-II Based on  Robustness 
Based on the NSGA-II, DR-NSGA-II is proposed, which 

introduced the degree of robustness into NSGA-II to obtain 
robust Pareto front. This concept of degree of robustness 
permits the user to exert a control on the desired level of 
robustness of the solutions obtain, and to specify the size of the 
solution neighborhood and the size of sample involved to 
calculate mean effective function. We suggest maintaining an 
external population at every generation storing robust elite 
solutions to ensure that these solutions could take part in the 
evolution of next generation.  

1) Robust External Population 
The robust external population is used to store robust elite 

solutions, and to conduct the evolution process to obtain the 
desired robust solutions. Firstly, we compare the degrees of 
robustness of each solution. The bigger ones are stored in the 
robust external population. If their degrees of robustness are 
same, the solutions belonging to the better non-dominated set 
are chosen. If they also belong to same non-dominated set, the 
solutions which have longer crowd distance are chosen. Until 
the size of the robust external population reach the default 
maximum. 

2) Robust partial order 
The partial order defined by Deb is based on the non-

dominated sorting and crowd distance, but in the problem of 
robust optimization, the degree of robustness of solutions is an 
important factor that should be considered. Thus, this paper 
defines the concept of robust partial order ( n ): 

• rank ranki j< , ni j  

• &rank rank r ri j i j= > , ni j  

• & &rank rank r r d di j i j i j= = > , ni j  

Where ri , ranki , di  are the degree of robustness, non-
domination rank and crowed distance of solution i  
respectively. Once the individuals are sorted based on the 
robust partial order, the selection is carried out using the 
operator ( n ). 
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IV. INTERVAL MULTI-ATTRIBUTE DECISION MAKING 
ANALYSIS OF SIGNAL TIMING PLANS 

The robust Pareto optimal solutions can be obtained by the 
above algorithm, while there is still the problem of choosing a 
particular solution from the Pareto optimal solutions set. We 
represents the performance index values of the signal timing 
plan as constant numbers, and the weight of the performance 
index as interval numbers. Then the problem turns to be an 
interval multi-attribute decision making (MADM) problem. In 
the current study of interval MADM, there is little concern 
about weight assignment of performance index. In addition, 
though the current posteriori decision guarantee completeness 
of alternatives set, the computational complexity is high.  

Thus, this paper proposes the MDASOI method to reduce 
the computational complexity. Let 1 2(M , M , M )mM =   
denotes timing plan set, 1 2( , , )nD D D D=  be the performance 
index, 1 2( , , , )T

s s s snω ω ω ω=   is the subjective interval weight 

vector, which achieved by expert evaluation. [ , ]l u
sj sj sjω ω ω= ,

1
1

n
l
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j
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A. The construction of signal timing decision matrix  
Let ijx ( i 1, 2, , ; 1, 2, , nm j= =  ) be the value of 

performance index jD  of timing plan iM , then the decision 
matrix is described as: 
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                                               (5) 

In MADM problem, the decision matrix allows each 
attribute to have the same range of measurement. This is 
achieved by normalizing every element in matrix X  into a 
corresponding element in matrix ij m n( )V v ×= [7]. 

B. Integrated Approach to Determine Weights 

In order to determine weights T
1 2( , , , )nω ω ω ω=   to 

reflect both subjective consideration of the decision makers and 
objective information, we minimize the deviation of the 
subjective information sω  and objective information oω . Thus, 
the weights can be obtained by solving the model: 

2

1 1
( ) ( ) , . . , 1

n n
j oj l u

sj j sj j
j joj

w
Min f s t

w
ω

ω ω ω ω ω
= =

−
= ≤ ≤ =∑ ∑      (6)                  

Where the physical interpretation of ( )f ω  is the total 
deviation between the subjective and objective information, the 
geometric meaning of which is the square of the distance from 
a fixed-point in solution space to searching space. Take 
alternatives with two attribute for example: In Fig. 2, on the 
horizontal axis is the weight 1 1 1, ,l u

o s sω ω ω  of one performance 
index, and on the vertical axis is the weight 2 2 2, ,l u

o s sω ω ω of the 

other performance index. The aim of the (6) is to minimize the 
distance from the fixed-point 1 2( , )o oE ω ω  to searching space 
ABCD, which can be divided into nine sections: 
I, II, III, IV, V, VI, VII, IX .  

 
Fig. 1. Optimization model 

If there are more than two attributes in the MADM problem, 
ω is obtained by solving (6) with the utility of simple GA. 

C. Selection of decision plan 
The weighted decision matrix is constructed based on (7), 

sorted by TOPSIS to obtain the optimal plans. 

ij j ijr vω= ⋅                                                                          (7) 

V. CASE STUDY 

A. Intersection Data Acquisition  
The intersection of Tianmu West Road and Hengfeng Road 

in Zhabei district of Shanghai, China is selected to evaluate the 
proposed optimization and decision method. After intersection 
channeling design, the signal is controlled by the fixed timing 
four-phase procedure. According to estimates, the saturation 
vehicle flow of the main road is 2000 veh/h, which of the 
secondary road is 1200 veh/h. Be converted to the saturation 
pedestrians flow, the saturation non-motorized vehicle flow of 
the main road is 7200 ped/h, the saturation pedestrians flow of 
the secondary road is 3000 ped/h. In addition, the traffic 
volume of each entrance during the morning rush hour (8:30 
am-9:30 am) is listed in Table I. 

TABLE I.  EXPERIMENTAL TRAFFIC VOLUME 

 East 
Entrance 

West 
Entrance 

South 
Entrance 

North 
Entrance 

Volume of 
vehicles(veh/h) 1335  1461  1013  814 

Volume of 
pedestrians(ped/h) 107 94 51 47 

Volume of 
bicycles(bic/h) 921 934 614 620 

In this experiment, the cycle length C  is from 62s to 160s, 
the minimal green time of every phase is 5s, and the lost time is 
10s. In addition, in the IDR-NSGA-II algorithm , the 
population size is 100, the robust external population size is 33, 
the maximal evolutionary generation is 300, the crossover and 
mutation probability are 0.95, 0.05 respectively, the 
neighborhood of cycle perturbations is 5 30kδ≤ ≤ , where 
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5δ = , the degree of robustness {1, 2,3, 4,5,6}k ∈ , the 
specified percentage parameter 0.75Q = , the neighborhood of 
objective function {0.5,0.5,0.5}η =  

B. The efficiency of ALHS-DR 
The total sample size of LHS-DR algorithm and ALHS-DR 

algorithm are 1031213 and 815808 respectively. Compared 
with LHS-DR algorithm, the total sample size of ALHS-DR 
algorithm is decreased by 20.89% and the CPU time 
consuming is decreased by 42.52%. Thus the proposed 
algorithm, ALHS-DR can effectively reduce the computational 
complexity. 

C. Decision method comparison 
Based on the properties of each traffic performance index 

and the objective environment, this paper defines the road 
capacity as benefit attribute, average vehicle stop rate and 
average slow mode transportation delay as cost attribute, 
average vehicle delay as interval attribute. The optimum 
average vehicle delay interval is [25.0s, 28.0s]. 

TABLE II.  RESULTS OBTAINED BY DIFFERENT DECISION METHODS 

Decision methods Entropy-
TOPSIS 

Interval-
TOPSIS RMODM 

Cycle (s) 139.6718 97.7168 97.4910 

Average vehicle delay (s/pcu) 48.4668 34.8707 34.8306 

Average vehicle stop rate 0.9282 0.9389 0.9390 

Road capacity 6498.5156 6283.3446 6281.6859 

Average slow mode 
transportation delay 51.9384 37.1015 37.0632 

Degree of robustness 4 3 3 

Table II gives the performance values under different 
decision methods: Entropy-TOPSIS [8], Interval-TOPSIS [8], 
the proposed robust multi-objective optimization and decision 
method (RMODM). It can be seen from Table II that the 
control effects of Interval-TOPSIS and MODMA are similar, 
MODMA can bring better traffic benefit in off-line signal 
timing control system. Compared with the Entropy-TOPSIS, 
MODMA can meet the subjective and objective needs 
simultaneously. It decreases the average vehicle delay by 28.14% 
and slow mode transportation delay by 28.64% with the similar 
degree of robustness of timing plan. Though it slightly 
increases the average stop rate by 1.16 and decreases the road 
capacity by 3.34%, as a whole, the traffic benefit of the 
intersection is better. 

D. Timing Plan Method Comparison 
Table III gives the performance values under different 

timing plan method: MODMA, HCM and ARRB. 

It can be seen from Table III, with the same degree of 
robustness, MODMA can obtained better control effects than 
HCM and ARRB. Compared with HCM, though MODMA 
decreases the road capacity by 2.31% and increases average 
vehicle stop rate by 0.8%, it decreases the average vehicle and 
slow mode transportation delay by 19.14% and 19.56% 
respectively. Compared with ARRB, though MODMA 
decreases the road capacity by 1.9% and increases the average 

stop rate by 0.65, it decreases the average vehicle and slow 
mode transportation delay by 15.6% and 15.98% respectively. 
Thus, MODMA can obtain better comprehensive traffic 
benefits. 

TABLE III.  PERFORMANCE INDEX VALUES OBTAINED BY DIFFERENT 
TIMING METHOD 

Timing method HCM ARRB MODMA 

Cycle (s) 123.0235 117.4808 97.4910 

Average vehicle delay (s/pcu) 43.0799 41.2704 34.8306 

Average vehicle stop rate 0.9315 0.9328 0.9390 

Road capacity 6430.6968 6403.8529 6281.6859 

Average slow mode transportation 
delay 46.0842 44.1112 37.0632 

Degree of robustness 3 3 3 

VI.  CONCLUSIONS 
This paper introduces robust multi-objective optimization 

and decision method to solve the signal timing problem with 
cycle perturbation at isolated intersection. It is observed that: 

• The IDR-NSGA-II algorithm can effectively reduce 
the computational complexity by adaptively adjusting 
the sample size, and gets better solutions. 

• Compared with Interval-TOPSIS and Entropy-TOPSIS, 
MDASOI can balance the subjective needs of decision 
makers and the objective evaluation information to 
obtain satisfactory traffic benefits. 

• Compared with ARRB and HCM which were widely 
used in practice, the multi-objective optimization and 
decision method based on IDR-NSGA-II and 
MADSOI effectively improves the comprehensive 
traffic benefits in intersection. 

But, this paper only analysis the efficiency of the proposed 
method at isolated intersection. How to use this method to 
solve the area signal timing problem is the future research 
direction. 
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